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INTRODUCING MYSELF
Nicholas is a Partner in the Corporate Finance and Advisory practice at Oliver Wyman’s Melbourne office.
Nicholas has over 10 years’ experience consulting to leading financial institutions and investors around the
world, with transaction experience across the financial and business services sector in Australia and Europe.
Nicholas has extensive experience working across the NPL and collections space, including:
• Working with multiple major Australian banks to build collections and hardship capability ahead of expected
increase in case volumes
• Large global banking group’s NPL servicing platform and attached NPL servicing contract including a mix of
secured and unsecured CRE, corporate, SME and retail NPLs and REOs
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• Significant southern European bank’s NPL servicing platform and servicing contract including secured retail,
SME, corporate and CRE NPLs and REOs
• Regional bank NPL servicing business and servicing contract, including NPLs (corporate, retail and SME) and
REOs focused on specific geographies
• Large southern and central European bank NPL servicing platform, associated servicing contract and
attached NPL portfolio
• Supported strategy development for large public sector banking entity, including assessment of NPLs and
REO strategy
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GROWING NUMBERS OF CUSTOMERS IN HARDSHIP
Despite a relatively positive response to COVID-19 in Australia, there remains a substantial number of customers in hardship
COVID-19 relief provided by
Australian banks1

~800k

Bank approaches as deferral processes come to an end

We have begun resourcing "workout" and restructuring specialists and would be
proactively contacting businesses to help them arrive at the right solution.
Mark Hand, Head of Retail and Business Banking

158k

Customers with ongoing financial challenges will receive tailored support on a
case-by-case basis. We look at a range of options as part of this process.
Spokesperson

Peak deferral numbers
(Jul 20)

$245B
Peak deferral value
(Jul 20)

Current deferred numbers
(Dec 20)

We are contacting customers as they approach the end of their initial and
extended deferral periods to discuss their individual circumstances … We also
have existing solutions in place for customers facing hardship.
Spokesperson

$51B

We will continue to provide support to these customers based on their individual
circumstances, such as through reduced loan repayments, payment moratoriums,
employment support, and access to financial councillors.

Current deferred value
(Dec 20)

1. Australian Banking Association and APRA, figures cover 7 largest banks only. Note: Bank loan deferrals commenced 22 nd March 2020

Rachel Slade, Group Executive, Personal Banking

CLEAR REGULATORY GUIDANCE
Australian regulators have provided clear expectations for lenders dealing with customers facing financial difficulties
Topic

Key obligations1
• Respond to hardship requests within 21 days, provide reasons if variations refused, and inform
customers of rights to lodge complaints

Financial hardship

Customer
treatment

• ADIs retain responsibility for determining most
appropriate response to cases of hardship

• Banks can offer affordable and sustainable forbearance solutions that are flexible and appropriately
• There are no Covid-specific requirements to
tailored to a customer’s personal circumstances
offer particular deferral periods, loan
• Maintain prudent, well-documented policies and procedures for early identification and
modifications, restructuring, etc.
management of problem exposures
• Restructuring solutions offered are to include
• Restructuring must be supported by a current, well documented credit evaluation of borrower’s
documentation of a credit evaluation
financial status and repayment prospects

• Ensure proper understanding of financial position, and any particular vulnerabilities

• ASIC have emphasized communication as a key
tool to achieving ‘appropriate and fair’
outcomes

• Provide comprehensive information to assist customers with decision-making

• Regular review of customer interactions

• Communicate early, and throughout any period of assistance
Customer
communication

Implications

• Conduct standard applied requires doing all things necessary to ensure activities are engaged in
efficiently, honestly and fairly

• If considering extending credit, exercise the care and skill of a diligent and prudent banker

1. Non-exhaustive, summarised from relevant instruments; Source: Government websites, Oliver Wyman analysis.

• Ongoing development of tools and systems to
monitor and assess adherence to conduct
guidelines
• Investment in the development of a strong,
ethical culture that exceeds regulatory
expectations

EXAMPLES OF SEVERE PENALTIES FOR NON-COMPLIANCE
Examples from the UK have shown the commercial impact for banks who fail to comply with collections regulations
Case study

Findings

Financial impacts

• Between 2014 and 2018, a large amount of Barclays’ retail and small business customers were
treated poorly when they fell into arrears
Barclay’s was the
subject of
regulatory scrutiny
in relation to their
treatment of
customers who fell
into arrears

• Key failings include:
– Customer contact: Failing to follow customer contact policies for those who fell into arrears
– Customer circumstances: Failing to have appropriate conversations to understand customer
situations, missing indicators of hardship/ vulnerability
– Forbearance: Offering unaffordable or unsustainable solutions, including delays/ errors in
repayment plans

• The bank has since repaid ~£273m to >1.5m
customer accounts since 2017
• They incurred a ~£26m fine, and did not
dispute the FCA’s findings

• A review into the misconduct showed 25% of the bank’s customer journeys resulting in unfair
outcomes that required remediation
• GRG was established as a specialist support unit for SMEs in hardship – was investigated by the FCA
in 2014, finding (among other points):
• GRG’s activities were largely unregulated,
RBS’ Global
hence its activities were out of scope for the
– Conflicting objectives: Commercial objectives were prioritised over customer turnaround
Restructuring Group
FCA; financial penalties could not be imposed
objectives, resulting in sub-optimal outcomes in many cases
(GRG) was
investigated by the
– Customer circumstances and contact: Delays in transferring customers to GRG limited ability to • However, the RBS voluntary committed to:
FCA for their
take meaningful action of turnaround; GRG also failed to rigorously assess customer options
– Redress scheme of reportedly ~£400m
treatment of SME
– Procedural issues: Various systems and control frameworks were overwhelmed and not designed
– Formal attestation to comply with FCA
customers
to handle increasing volumes from the GFC
recommendations
– Record keeping: GRG had limited / no record keeping for valuations, pricing and communications
Source: FCA UK, press articles.

THE CHALLENGE IN MANAGING COLLECTIONS TODAY
Both bank and non-bank players will face challenges in managing the hardship volumes to come
Challenges facing banks

A

Roll-off of
government and
other financial
support

B

Limited
recession
experience in
Australia

C

Strong
regulatory
imperatives

Challenges facing non-banks

• Reduction and cessation of JobKeeper / JobSeeker payments,
elevating financial distress

• Reduction and cessation of JobKeeper / JobSeeker payments,
elevating financial distress

• Termination of home and business loan deferrals, leaving
individuals and businesses exposed

• Hiatus in energy disconnections, evictions, etc., removing regular
recovery avenues for non-payment

• Lower prior investment in collections processes and technology in
Australia, e.g. analytics solutions to prepare for new risks

• Unprecedented scale of deployment required across hardship
resources to meet case volume (for deferrals and progressions into
hardship)

• Conduct is in focus – Royal Commission outcomes drove a need to:
– Review organisational, management and governance structures
– Make substantial changes to conduct management, often at
bank-wide levels
• Investment in new systems to adhere to regulatory requirements,
meaning the change agenda is already over capacity

• Lower prior investment in collections processes and technology in
Australia e.g. analytics solutions to prepare for new risks

• Comparatively lower access to customer financial data to augment
decision logic for hardship management and response

• Providers of e.g. utilities required to:
– Offer hardship arrangements
– Modify existing payment plan
– Not disconnect those in financial stress
– Defer any referrals to debt collection agencies
– Prioritise clear communications

PILLARS OF TRANSFORMATION
To overcome these challenges, we observe a number of pillars to support a bank’s transformation of their collections function: three areas stand out

01
Customisation

02
Standardised and
automated processes

• Customers segmented based on key
collections factors, including:
– Probability of further
deterioration (risk level)
– Likely behaviour
– Value at stake

• Remote channels (incl. call centres) well
suited to a program of standardisation
and automation:
– Script-based conversations
– Automated call routing
– Capacity optimisation

• Customisation ensures tailoring of the
solution and approach taken:
– Risk level drives speed of action and
escalation
– Behaviour drives content
of interaction
– Value at stake drives channel

• Processes are segment-specific, and sit
within a fully automated workflow
• Handover rules are standardised for
objectivity

03

Not exhaustive

Performance
management
• Clear metrics and performance
management structures assure banks
that the standardisation process is
working
• Taking a customer lens to performance
(in conjunction with traditional
operational metrics) ensures customer
needs are always considered
• Other metrics need to be measuring
compliance with the standardisation, to:
– Ensure no process bypasses
– Allow continuous improvement of
decision / process logic

01 Segmentation

PURPOSE OF SEGMENTATION
Collections approach should be tailored to customer archetypes to provide outcomes that efficiently address customer needs

Segment customer

Best
practice
approaches
achieve…
Description

Select treatment family

Efficient segmentation of
customers into buckets based on
recovery potential

Preservation of value while
offering appropriate treatment to
customers

• Customer buckets can be
flexibly designed to
accommodate bank
requirements

• Broad ‘treatment families’
characterise standardised
solutions available

• Segmentation involves
consideration of customer
riskiness, as well as outlook
indicators
• Flexible extension into
customer outreach where:
– Data gaps exist
– Specific vulnerabilities
identified for closer
management

• These can be allocated based
on the customer’s assigned
bucket
• Name-level solutions for larger
exposures and pre-packed
solutions offered for smaller
exposures

Assign channel

Systematic assignment of
customers to channels based on
risk materiality, commensurate of
capacity and expertise
• Customer contact / approach is
also tied to segmentation, with
potential for variation for e.g.
vulnerable customers identified
in-process

Determine solution

Affordable and sustainable
solution provided to customers in
an efficient manner
• Customer-specific solutions can
be designed and further
customised from a base suite

• Action / channel assignment
can be automated based on
segmentation approach

• Solutions leverage a broad
range of available levers, incl.
term extension, rate reduction,
split balance, debt forgiveness
etc.

• Flexibility to adapt channel
based on customer
responsiveness

• Analytics-based tools can select
most appropriate solution /
offering to maximize value

01 Segmentation

SEGMENTATION APPROACH
Robust customer segmentation allows banks to understand the customer’s financial situation and offer fit for purpose solutions
Key outcomes of effective
segmentation
• Differentiation between buckets ensures
sustainability of solution to be offered,
considering:
– Ability to repay

– Short and long term customer needs
and circumstances
– Existing payment behaviour
• Vulnerable customers and other
customers for whom standardised
pathways may not be suitable can be
identified for tailored treatment

Illustrative customer segmentation tree

Simplified example

01 Segmentation

PRIORITISATION OF CUSTOMERS
High risk customers can be contacted faster while ensuring interactions occur via optimal channels
Channel Teams for customer cases, leveraging segmentation

Illustrative

Commentary

Product level view
Asset class

Personal Loans

Ticket size

Bucket 1

Small

App / Online

Medium

Call centre

Bucket 2

Bucket 3
Call centre

Personal loan
workout unit

Branch

Home Loans

Large

Branch

Small

App / Online

Medium

Call centre

Branch

Home loan
workout unit

Taskforce

Business Loans

Bucket 4

Large

Branch

Small

App / Online

Medium

Call centre

Mid. Manager

Large

Branch

Senior Manager

Call centre

Branch
Business loan
workout unit

• Digital channels are key in addressing
short term customer needs and reducing
pressure on staff
– A range of channels are being applied
across industry, including online selfserving portal / online survey
• Restructuring taskforce enables:
– Concentration of expertise and
capabilities within most material
exposures
– Increased efficiency as taskforce
maintains full knowledge of all potential
restructuring options
• Specialised workout unit involves
collaboration between all hardship
avenues, and concentrates legal and
collateral workout expertise in a single
place

02 Standardised and automated processes

BENEFITS OF STANDARDISATION
Standardisation of hardship processes brings benefits across the collections function, including laying the foundations for innovation

Ensure ability to meet regulatory
expectations

Strengthen traceability

Realise efficiencies and allow
delivery at scale

Improve customer outcomes and
experience

Process consistency across
customers is a key pillar of
regulatory expectations in this
space – standardization is a
fundamental control

Standard flows allow banks to
evidence any element of their
process, mitigating risk and
improving process review

A pre-designed standard process
allows stronger workforce
optimization and scaling based on
need – a critical element for banks
in today’s environment

Standardisation is a launchpad for
innovation – data-driven
approaches like solution matching
can improve a customer’s
experience and overall outcomes

02 Standardised and automated processes

SOLUTION MATCHING TOOLING
Building on process standardisation, intelligent analytics can enable solution matching and deliver preferable outcomes for customers
Restructuring solution output

Summary of output
solutions and instructions

Outcome of the Frontline Tool assessment

High-level payment
schedule and visualisation

No affordable solution has been identified; the solution shown is the minimum the customer would have to pay to be restructured.

Solution
name

Higher affordability solution

Restructuring solution
Split balance 68.8% + Tenor extension to 363

Credit process

Original instalment
600.56 €

Streamlined

Initial restructured
payment
119.84 €
-80%

Total remaining balance (including frozen interest, arrears and expenses)

700 €

127,789.82 €

Exclusion of any expenses (e.g. legal)

-

€

Write-off of any frozen interest and arrears

-

€

Payment after 48 Final payment after
months
363 months
420.92 €

420.92 €

-30%

-30%

420.92 €

420.92 €

600.56 €

500 €

300 €

Balance

119.84 €

Tenor

Payment

Initial restructured
payment

New IR

Master loan

39,870.42 €

1.3%

363

119.84 €

Shadow split balance

87,919.40 €

0.0%

48

-

127,789.82 €

n/a

48

119.84 €

Overall

Original long-term loan
terms

600

229.31 €

Interest saving

White

500.08 €

Restructured loan terms

300

229.3118783
729.40 €

Red

200
Original instalment

IR spread

729.40 €

800

Interest saving

400

200 €
-€

The loan will be split into 2 component(s):

Original long-term loan
Restructured loan terms
terms

Total loan

500

400 €

127,789.82 €

Interest paid in one
year

700

600 €

100 €

Balance for restructuring

Impact on interest
to be paid

€

Payment after 48
months

New tenor

Final payment after 363
months

New payment

Light blue

100
0

Blue
Original long-term loan terms

Final payment

500.0847249

Interest saving

229.31 €
Restructured loan terms

Notes
The master loan should be repaid according to the specified interest rate and tenor with
normal amortisiation schedule

1.3%

315

301.09 €

n/a

315

420.92 €

After 48 months either the shadow split balance must be repaid, extended by 3 years, or
amortisied with the same parameters as the main loan

420.92 €

Initial regular payment of €119.84 for 48 months. Adjustment of regular payment to
€420.92 for the remaining 315 months.

Additional notes
This solution can be processed by the streamlined credit process.
In order to apply for this solution, the long version of the income tool must be filled out for the main customer and all co-borrowers and guarantors (if relevant).

Loan components detailing broken into
loan tranches with key parameters

Additional notes / implications, e.g. if the solution is
complex and needs to be reviewed by Credit

Effective use of tools can improve customer experience and increase buy-in for solution

02 Standardised and automated processes

DIGITAL INNOVATIONS
Analytical use cases provide collections teams with new approaches to identify, segment and treat customers
Analytical Use Cases

Use of Open Banking / Screen Scraping for customer to grant access to bank
accounts to allow auto-fill of forms, and improving accuracy of data captured
Identification of early warning signals for early arrears, or for a deteriorating
financial position (e.g. pay day lending), with future application to “at risk” loans
before arrears
More accurate forecasts of customer income to better adapt solutions to the
customer situation

Automated validation to ensure that information provided by customers is correct

Calibration and improvements to treatments based on degree of success within
each customer segment

03 Performance management

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS
Performance management plays a major role in improving customer outcomes, and reducing risk in collections functions
Monitoring

Behaviours and culture
Training on conductcompliant behavior, with
effective KPIs to frame dayto-day work

01
Tools and processes
Strong systems with
ability to evidence steps /
outcomes taken in
hardship treatment

02

Customer, conduct outcomes
included in MIS and reporting,
drawing from numerous
sources of information

03
Assurance
Customer outcome testing
tracks suitability of
treatment delivered and
customer understanding

04

05
Review
Formal process exists for
embedding learnings
from conduct failures

03 Performance management

TRACKING THE RIGHT METRICS
A customer-centric approach should be used to develop collections key performance metrics for mutually beneficial outcomes
Traditional bank optimisation metrics

Traditional metrics

Customer-centric

Additional metrics for a customer-centric approach

Traditional metrics

Customer-centric

Operational efficiency

Financial results

Process and product outcomes

Right party connect

Cash collected per employee

Accuracy of identifying vulnerable customers

Call handling time

% / # promise to pay

Identification of unsuitable sales at origination

Calls per employee

Roll rates

Product offered is appropriate and caters to customer need

Number of daily contacts per customer

Bad debt write-off rate

Treatment provides the right level of forbearance which helps customers ‘get
back on their feet’
Accurate customer segmentation
Customer receipt of a compliant experience (with policies / standards)

Customers who receive products that are fit for purpose are more likely to meet future obligations, minimising losses for banks

MOVING FORWARD
As banks revitalise collections, and adapt to changing regulatory expectations, they must keep core stakeholders in mind: this
consistent focus will support sustainable solutions

Customer
As a customer moving through hardship and
collections processes, I want to reach an outcome
that allows me to get back on my feet, and ensure my
voice is heard through the process

CUSTOMER

REGULATOR

BANK

Regulator
As a regulator, I want to ensure consistency of
processes and outcomes across institutions and
customer types, reducing the risk of misconduct or
other issues
Bank
As a bank, I want to retain good customer
relationships, including as they move through
hardship processes, whilst keeping my bad debts and
costs under control

OUR PERSPECTIVES ON COLLECTIONS
Oliver Wyman invests in thought leadership, and regularly publishes reports on the most pressing industry topics

State of the Industry reports

Thought leadership in collections

MEETING
EXPECTATIONS
FOR HARDSHIP
The challenge for Australian banks

Coming soon

Q&A
We will soon be launching our latest perspectives on collections:
Meeting Expectations for Hardship –
The Challenge for Australian Banks
To receive a copy or to discuss further, please contact me on
nicholas.tonkes@oliverwyman.com
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